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- Costs and benefits of TfL’s investment in the 
Overground network

- Scale of future investment needs on south 
London rail services and sources of money

- Practical barriers to delivering an Overground-
style service on south London rail services

- Flaws in TfL’s previous devolution proposals
- Political support/opposition to further 

devolution
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Three Stages of Modelling 
Research

Thales

Q: How close can we get to ‘orange’ 
standards?
Metrics: trains per hour, coaches per train, etc

Jonathan Roberts

Q: What are the transport benefits of this?
Metrics: PTAL, travel times, etc

Atkins

Q: What are the development benefits of this?
Metrics: homes, office space, etc



The politics of Turning South 
London Orange

• South London and its surrounding counties
“It needs to be done for a purpose, and that purpose being 

benefitting our residents as well as London’s.”

• London’s boroughs
• Broadly positive

• Underutilisation of stations
• Concerns: 

• Orbital 
• Economic growth as well as residential 
• Freedom Pass

• Transport for London
• Department for Transport



• London’s really big issues:
– Population growth / Jobs growth / Different locations

• Mismatch – Rail key to maintaining momentum
– London 2050 says Tube maxed by 2020s/30s
– Commuter /suburban rail must grow capacity by 80%

• South London will struggle to deliver its share
if suburban system not up to mass transit volumes

• What can conventional franchising do?

• Soft solutions vital [eg marketing]
- but large, hard spend also needed now & next 
decade

• What can Overground investment achieve – and 
how?

Rail – Strategic Issues



• Five main research strands
– Managing foreseen volume – lines, trains, 

stations + interchanges – analysis of foreseen 
needs, gaps

– What’s already in investment pipeline - scale of 
additional interventions required

– Scope for rail/Overground to enable location of 
new homes and jobs – service specification, PTAL

– Project choices and risks – Timescales, 
complexity

– Affordability, value for money - Costs, benefits

Network Analysis



Managing foreseen volume

• Station and line usage, trends
• Comparisons with current 

Overground and with Tube
• Tubes struggling with volumes 

in S.London (Brixton 27mppa.)
• Projected change in current 

South London rail offering vs
London-wide pressures

• Assess how far soft solutions 
will help (or even cause some 
difficulties!)

• Research what evidence there 
is that Rail must do much more 
than standard franchising 



What’s already in investment pipeline

• Review of Network Rail Route Studies, other project work
• Consider NR current investment patterns and expectations
• What are the anticipated changes compared to South London 

needs
• Usage – quality – capacity – connectivity:

assessment comparisons
• Gap analysis, comparisons with stakeholder desires
• Major risk areas

– eg frequency, reliability, journey times
– interchange shortcomings
– terminal operations, junction factors, depot capacity
– timescales for investment



Can Rail/Overground support new homes 

/ jobs across South London?

• Local station accessibility
• Development sites in 

catchment?
• Public  Transport Accessibility 

Levels (PTAL)
• Scope for Rail/Overground to 

improve frequency to increase 
PTAL

• Other access options – extra 
entrances, new stations, new 
interchanges, changes to 
routeings

• Bus interchange improvements
• Relieve Tubes to allow them also 

to do more?



Current PTAL in South London



Project choices and risks

• Timescales for new / additional investment
– trains, resignalling, track changes, station works

• Complexity – no one intervention will deliver on its own –
resource focus as major project?

• Scale of overlap with other services/TOCs
• Robustness of choices – what options are there to invest 

for 2050 needs not just 2031?
• Simplification and densification of services vs current 

passenger perceptions – sensitivities? 



Affordability and value for money

• Scoresheet of net added value vs net 
added costs

• Include benefits/costs across modes and 
catchment, not just internal railway 
numbers

• Transport benefits
• GVA / GDV benefits
• Strategic outcomes for passengers, for 

South London, and for London as a whole



Turning South London Orange –
Development Potential Analysis
Initial Work
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Reminder of key questions for 
development research strand

Three key core questions:
• additional growth over and above what’ll happen on ‘do nothing’, 

and how widely would benefits of upgrades spread in terms of 
distance from stations

• density and changing role of outer London town centres
• what else needs to happen with the transport upgrades to realise 

dev potential?
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Baseline data collection

Collecting data on:
• 52 stations, excludes Victoria and London Bridge 

as likely limited uplift as a result of TSLO
• Borough policy data collated (10 local authorities)
• GLA datasets assembled to create maps for each 

station
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Map example
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Constraints 

mapped

SHLAA sites 

provide basis 

of ‘baseline 

scenario’

1km catchment = max 

benefit of transport 

upgrades



Initial findings

• Across the stations there are 
currently 33,400 dwellings 
planned*

• Of these 21,500 have planning 
permission and we assume 
these will have been developed 
before TSLO is in place

• 11,900 units are allocated, this 
forms the initial basis of the ‘do 
nothing scenario’
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Station Allocated housing units

Clapham Junction 1,710

Queens Road Peckham 1,497

Battersea Park 1,192

Sutton 862

East Croydon 723

Catford Bridge 711

West Croydon 644

South Bermondsey 635

Lewisham 626

New Cross Gate 490

Hackbridge 474

Brixton 430

Peckham Rye 335

Station catchments with 300+ allocated 

units,



Next steps

• Further analysis on station locations to assess future potential:
– Discussions with stakeholders will assist

• Consider other scenarios:
– TSLO
– TSLO plus modest planning reform
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